
 

DC Democrats OK with anything that hurts 
Trump, even coronavirus  

 
FILE – In this Feb. 24, 2020, file photo trader Michael Milano works on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange. 
The U.S. stock market opens at 9:30 a.m. EST on Thursday, Feb. 27.  
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Donald Trump Jr. and Mick Mulvaney are right. 

The Democrats in D.C. are cheering for the coronavirus. Sad to say, but it is the truth. 

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and her ilk want the president to fail at all costs. If that means a 
world pandemic … well, so be it. 

Whether it’s trying to frame President Trump with the Russia hoax or impeaching him over the 
Ukraine call, the liberals have followed one code of conduct over the last four years: the ends 
justify the means. 

So why would the coronavirus be any different? 



Sure, politicizing issues is nothing new in Washington. It makes the swamp creatures’ worlds go 
round. 

But pre-Trump, the liberals were a lot more subtle about it. 

Now their contempt for Orange Man makes it impossible for them to operate with any nuance. 
Their glee is glaring and they are too far removed from reality to realize it. 

When the administration decided to halt air travel from China, the left immediately decided this 
was the wrong move (shocker). A CNN article critiqued the decision as naive: “Experts say 
travel restrictions the Trump administration put in place to stop the novel coronavirus from 
spreading could have unintended consequences that undermine that effort … Details about the 
U.S. travel ban’s impact are still emerging. But some are already urging the U.S. to reconsider.” 

The same “experts” who were against the travel ban in early February are now warning us on an 
hourly basis that we are on the brink of an Apocalypse. The safety measures Trump made in 
early February were racist and excessive. Now, a few weeks later, we are told those precautions 
weren’t extreme enough. 

When Trump tweeted that he had appointed a task force to take on the new virus, the same social 
justice warriors over at CNN wasted no time in finding fault. Their hot take on the photo of the 
specialists that Trump had assembled? 

“Coronavirus task force another example of Trump administration’s lack of diversity.” 

If you ask me, the article was another example of the mainstream media’s lack of sanity. In the 
minds of the Trump-Deranged, there is never an inappropriate time to paint the president as a 
racist. 

Insufferable wokeness never takes a day off. 

But the best examples of the left’s despicable behavior regarding the coronavirus are their own 
words. They are basking in the idea that the president won’t be taken seriously during this health 
pandemic. 

NBC’s Chuck Todd said, “Politically speaking, this president may have to reap what he has 
sown when it comes to the public’s trust, or lack thereof, in the institutions built to keep this 
democracy healthy.” 

To translate this idiocy — Todd is elated that the president might finally be punished for fighting 
back against those who have tried (relentlessly) to get him six ways to Sunday, as Chuck 
Schumer once put it. 

This is his punishment for daring to take on the establishment, for calling out Todd and his 
odious fellow Democrat operatives on their “fake news”. 



Maybe Trump will finally learn that he should have been nicer to Jim Acosta. He should have 
pulled the plug on Brett Kavanaugh after the first round of smear initiatives. He should have 
given in to Chuck and Nancy’s temper tantrums. He should have curled up into a ball, like every 
other Republican who came before him, and given the Democrats everything they wanted. But 
he didn’t. And now he is getting what he deserves, they think. 

But the coronavirus’ strongest allure as far as Democrats are concerned is the effect it is having 
on the stock market. 

I know what you’re thinking, how pessimistic of me to suggest that the liberals are celebrating 
the possibility of an economic crash. 

But before you guffaw at my wild suggestion that liberal elitists are watching the Dow dip with 
pure glee, let me remind you of one of Bill Maher’s most cringeworthy quotes. 

A few months ago, the HBO host and snob said, “One way you get rid of Trump is by crashing 
the economy. So please, bring on the recession.” He later assured his panelists that he wasn’t 
kidding. “It would be worth it.” 

So here it is, Bill! This virus is the latest crisis that might finally take down the big bad guy who 
had the nerve to beat your hero Hillary. 

The politicians and pundits are lapping this up with a spoon. But if you dare to point out that they 
are reveling in this health emergency, then they call you out as the cynics that they themselves so 
obviously are. 
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